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Dimensions:
 

Tangerine Tango:  8-1/2" x 5-1/2" (card base) & scraps (bow)

Pacific Point:  3-7/8" x 5-1/8" (base layer) & scraps (dotted balloon)

Whisper White:  3-3/4" x 5" (card front), 8-1/4" x 5-1/4" (inside of card), & 5" x 2" (pop-up balloons)

Crushed Curry:  3-1/4" x 1-1/4" (inside banner)

Emerald Envy:  scraps (striped balloon)

Party Animal Designer Washi Tape:  9" (Emerald Envy tape)
 
Outside of Card Instructions:
 

Fold the Tangerine Tango card base in half. Attach the Pacific Point base layer onto the center of the card

base front.

Stamp the "Here's to Another Year..." stamp from the Balloon Adventures Stamp Set onto the bottom of the

Whisper White card front piece using the Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Color the "Another Year" letters in

using the Pacific Point marker from the Brights Stampin' Write Markers.

Stamp the dotted balloon stamp onto the top, right of the same piece using the Emerald Envy Classic

Stampin' Pad. Ink the solid balloon stamp with the same ink pad. Stamp onto a scrap piece of paper, and then

stamp it on top of the dotted balloon image (without reinking).

Punch out the largest balloon part of the Balloon Bouquet Punch from a piece of post-it note, making sure to

get some of the sticky part of the note.

Put the post-it note balloon on top of the dotted balloon, making sure the dotted balloon is completely covered.

Stamp the solid balloon stamp onto the bottom, left of the dotted balloon using the Tangerine Tango Classic

Stampin' Pad. The top, right of the solid balloon should stamp onto the post-it note. Remove the post-it note

balloon.

Stamp the striped balloon stamp under the dotted balloon using the Crushed Curry Classic Stampin' Pad. Ink

the solid balloon stamp with the same ink, stamp it onto a scrap piece of paper, and then stamp it on top of

the striped balloon.
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Put the post-it note balloon over the striped balloon. Stamp the curliest string stamp onto the bottom of the

dotted balloon using the Crumb Cake Classic Stampin' Pad. Part of the string should stamp onto the post-it

note balloon. Remove the post-it note balloon. Stamp the same string stamp onto the bottom of the other two

balloons, using the same ink pad.

Attach a Tangerine Tango enamel star and Pacific Point largest enamel circle from the Brights Enamel

Shapes to the top, left of the Whisper White layer. Attach a Crushed Curry enamel star from the Regals

Enamel Shapes and an Emerald Envy largest enamel circle from the 2016-2018 In Color Enamel Shapes

under the first two shapes. See picture above for placement.
 
 
 

 
Inside of Card Instructions
 

Fold the Whisper White inside of card piece in half, and then open it back out. Lay the large, balloon pop-up

die from the Balloon Pop-Up Thinlits Dies onto the center of the piece, lining up the center line of the die with

the fold in the cardstock. Make sure to center the top and bottom of the die within the top and bottom edges of

the cardstock. Run it through the Big Shot 2-3 times

Stamp the dotted balloon stamp onto the top, left corner of the piece using the Crushed Curry Classic

Stampin' Pad. Ink up the solid balloon stamp with the same ink pad, stamp it onto a scrap piece of paper, and

then stamp on top of the dotted balloon. Put the post-it note balloon, used earlier, over the balloon. Stamp the 

striped balloon stamp to the bottom, right of the first balloon using the Tangerine Tango Classic Stampin' Pad.

Ink up the solid balloon stamp with the same ink pad, stamp it onto a scrap piece of paper, and then stamp on

top of the striped balloon. Stamp the curliest string stamp onto the bottom of the dotted balloon using the

Crumb Cake Classic Stampin' Pad. Stamp the straighter string stamp onto the bottom of the striped balloon

using the same ink pad.

Stamp the "It's Your birthday" stamp onto the center of the right section of the piece using the Pacific Point

Classic Stampin' Pad.
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Put the Party Animal Designer Washi Tape across the bottom of the piece, attaching the tape ends to the

back.

Color the balloon strings in the pop-up die-cut with the Crumb Cake marker from the Neutrals Stampin' Write

Markers.

Stamp the bold balloon stamp onto the Whisper White pop-up balloons piece using the Tangerine Tango

Classic Stampin' Pad. Clean the stamp, and stamp it again using the Crumb Cake Classic Stampin' Pad.

Clean the stamp again, and stamp it using the Crushed Curry Classic Stampin' Pad. Punch out the three

balloons with the largest balloon in the Balloon Bouquet Punch.

Die-cut a dotted balloon from a scrap piece of Pacific Point Cardstock using the dotted balloon die. Attach it to

the top of the Crushed Curry Balloon. Die-cut a striped balloon from a scrap piece of Emerald Envy Cardstock

using the striped balloon die. Attach it to the top of the Crumb Cake Balloon.

Attach the dotted balloon to the right balloon in the balloon pop-up. Attach the striped balloon to the left

balloon in the pop-up. Then, attach the Tangerine Tango balloon to the center balloon in the pop-up.

Stamp the complete banner stamp onto the Crushed Curry banner piece using the Tuxedo Black Memento

Pad. Stamp the "let's celebrate" stamp onto the center of the banner using the Pacific Point Classic Stampin'

Pad. Fussy cut the banner out with Paper Snips. Attach it across the banner section of the balloon pop-up.

Die-cut a bow from a scrap piece of Tangerine Tango Cardstock using the smallest bow die. Attach this bow

to the top of the bow in the balloon pop-up using the Fine-Tip Glue Pen.

Fold the center fold in the piece back so it's a mountain fold. Fold the two outer score lines made from the

pop-up die up so they are valley folds. Attach the left section of the piece to the left side of the inside of the

card, making sure the left, top, and bottom sides have the same width of Tangerine Tango border around

them. Attach the right section of the piece to the right side of the inside of the card the same way. The center

fold should be lined up with the fold in the Tangerine Tango card base, as well. Close the card, making sure

the outer folds are still valley folds, and the center fold is still a mountain fold.
 
Tip:  Use the following sandwich when die-cutting - (starting from the bottom) Big Shot Platform with
the thin die adapter on top, Standard Cutting Pad, cardstock, die, & Standard Cutting Pad.
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Balloon Adventures Photopolymer Bundle - 144708 
Price: $53.00
 

Balloon Adventures Photopolymer Stamp Set - 142823 
Price: $26.00
 

Balloon Pop-Up Thinlits Dies - 142753 
Price: $33.00
 

Crumb Cake Classic Stampin' Pad - 126975 
Price: $6.50
 

Crushed Curry Classic Stampin' Pad - 131173 
Price: $6.50
 

Emerald Envy Classic Stampin' Pad - 141396 
Price: $6.50
 

Pacific Point Classic Stampin' Pad - 126951 
Price: $6.50
 

Tangerine Tango Classic Stampin' Pad - 126946 
Price: $6.50
 

Brights Stampin' Write Markers - 131259 
Price: $29.00
 

Neutrals Stampin' Write Markers - 131261 
Price: $23.00
 

Tangerine Tango 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 111349 
Price: $8.00
 

Pacific Point 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 111350 
Price: $8.00
 

Emerald Envy 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 141415 
Price: $8.00
 

Crushed Curry 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 131199 
Price: $8.00
 

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730 
Price: $9.00
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Party Animal Designer Washi Tape - 142743 
Price: $8.00
 

Big Shot - 143263 
Price: $110.00
 

Balloon Bouquet Punch - 140609 
Price: $18.00
 

Paper Snips - 103579 
Price: $10.00
 

Brights Enamel Shapes - 141680 
Price: $9.00
 

Regals Enamel Shapes - 141681 
Price: $9.00
 

2016-2018 In Color Enamel Shapes - 141410 
Price: $9.00
 

Snail Adhesive - 104332 
Price: $7.00
 

Fine-Tip Glue Pen - 138309 
Price: $7.00
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